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HIGHLIGHTS 
 A new two-parameter model is presented to fully describe the progeny size resulting 
from single sided impact breakage. 
 The model provides an accurate fit over a wide range of sizes and energies – tested on 
5 ores from 37.5 mm to 250 µm and energies from 0.02 to 3.5 kWh/t. 
 This approach provides a link between low energy, probability of breakage and high 
energy, t10 models. 
 This technique reduced the number of model parameters from 18 to 2 or 3 and 
reduced the average standard error 6.3% to 3.6%. 
 
GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 
       
 
Example of the model relationship between feed particle size and percentage passing t1.2 (probability of breakage) 
and t10 (traditional degree of breakage). 
 
ABSTRACT 
Accurate characterisation of ore competence through controlled single particle impact can 
enable improved modelling of comminution process response to ore variability.  A simple 
relationship is presented to relate the energy input and feed particle size to the breakage 
progeny with two fitting parameters.  Previous techniques have focused either on low energy 
repeated impacts or high energy single impacts and have been applied over relatively small 
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ranges of particle sizes.  The method presented builds on previous understanding to unite 
these two disparate fields on feed particle sizes over more than two orders of magnitude.  The 
method has been tested on 5 ores from 37.5 mm to 250 μm over energies from 0.02 to 
3.5 kWh/t. The resultant standard error of 3.6% is lower than other benchmarked models, 
with considerably fewer fitting parameters and no use of splining functions required. The 
direct calculation of appearance function for any feed size and input energy renders the 
proposed model well suited to incorporation in comminution process models. Further testing 
is required on additional ores, and further interpretation is required to obtain mechanistic 
explanations for the empirical fits to the model parameters.   
Keywords: Comminution; Energy; Breakage; Characterisation; Appearance functions 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rock breakage processes can be described by relating the energy input to the relative progeny size as in 
(Napier-Munn et al., 1996).  The Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Center (JKMRC) has a long 
history of using single particle breakage is an effective method for characterising the breakage 
properties of rock.  The method for describing the relative progeny size is different for low energy 
breakage tests (where multiple impacts are required to initiate body breakage – defined as incremental 
breakage in this work) and high energy breakage tests (where a single impact breaks the particle – 
defined as impact breakage).  For low energy (<0.05 kWh/t) tests, the probability of breakage is used 
(Bonfils et al., 2016; Vogel and Peukert, 2005).  For high energy (>0.5 kWh/t) tests, the proportion of 
material generated finer than 1/10
th
 the feed particle size (t10) is used (Napier-Munn et al., 1996; 
Narayanan and Whiten, 1983; Shi and Kojovic, 2007).  However, the t-family unites both of these 
approaches when the probability of breakage is defined as the proportion of material passing through 
the retaining screen of the mono-size feed material. For a root two sieve series this is equal to the t1.2.  
This paper attempts to show how the probability of breakage, the breakage index t10 and the appearance 
function can be modelled consistently. 
King (2012) describes an alternative approach in which the fracture energy distribution is measured 
using an impact load cell.  This device measures the strain energy that is absorbed by an individual 
particle during fracture.  However, individual particles in an ore sample do not tend to fracture at the 
same energy; a sample is characterised by a distribution of fracture energies.  Impact breakage is 
further complicated by the fact that if the input energy is significantly greater than the fracture energy, 
the momentum of the impactor, or progeny fragments, will create secondary breakage events (Saeidi et 
al., 2016).  Therefore, this approach requires the progeny from the primary fracture event to be 
described and stages of re-breakage to be modelled.  The mathematical functional forms of this 
approach can be used to model the data developed in this paper, but the distribution of fracture energies 
will not be measured, nor will the primary breakage function be isolated.  The t-family approach, as 
well as the model proposed in this study, describes the cumulative appearance function from impact 
tests, and thus incorporates both a measure of the probability of breakage and the primary breakage 
function. 
Narayanan and Whiten (1983) and Awachie (1983) first described the relationship between the 
breakage progeny from single particle impact breakage and the energy input. The percentage passing a 
marker size, tn, which is a fraction of the geometric mean (geomean) size of the feed particles.  In this 
analysis technique, the t10 is defined as the proportion of material passing through a screen with an 
aperture one tenth the geomean of the feed particles; and is employed as the characteristic breakage 
index.  The input energy (Ecs) is then related to the production of t10 material through the relationship: 
          
       [1] 
where A and b are empirical material parameters that relate to the competence of the rock.  The other t-
values (i.e. t2, t4, t25, t50 and t75) are also interpolated and mapped against the t10 generated.  This 
distribution is further interpolated at five nodal points to characterize the ore-specific appearance 
function, or t-family of curves (Napier-Munn et al., 1996).  Thus, determining the material parameters 
A and b allows the t10 to be calculated for any input energy, and the cumulative appearance function 
follows the form of the t-family of curves.  This simple empirical technique has been used effectively 
by the JKMRC to characterise the self-similar breakage patterns of ore, with respect to impact energy.  
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However, the relationship is not suitable for modelling the tendency for rock to appear more competent 
at finer size ranges (Hukki, 1961).   
Banini (2000) introduced an empirical model for taking into account the influence of particle size in 
equation 1 and in the model produced by Bourgeois (1993).  In the final model presented in this work, 
the t10 production was related to the volumetric specific energy with three parameters.  This work will 
not be further explored in this paper as it was limited to relying on the t-family of curves to generate the 
full cumulative appearance function.   
Vogel and Peukert (2005) proposed a model to describe the probability of breaking single particles (S) 
of different size when subjected to single mass specific impact energies.  The model form used as a 
basis, the Weibull (1939), Rumpf (1973) and Hertz (1882) theories, although these were modified and 
simplified for practical convenience. Weibull (1939) developed a mathematical model to describe the 
increased probability of long chains to break when stressed.  Rumpf (1973) proposed a dimensional 
analysis of fracture with the underlying principal that fracture mechanics are similar for particles of 
different sizes.  And Hertz (1882) defined a series of equations that describe the contact of two spheres.  
Shi and Kojovic (2007) extrapolated this approach to model the effect of feed size (x) on the generation 
of t10 material in high energy impact breakage.  More recently, Shi et al. (2015), Bonfils et al. (2016) 
and Nadolski et al. (2014) independently found that an additional power term on the feed particle size 
is required to accurately represent the degree of breakage.  The final breakage model is represented 
below: 
                                   
       
                [2] 
where M, fmat and α were proposed to be material properties and k is the number of incremental 
impacts. The units for impact energy (Ecs) and minimum energy (Emin) were joules per kilogram 
(J/kg), and particle size (x) was the geometric mean of the upper and lower sieve aperture used to 
prepare the feed in meters (m).  These parameter names and units will be maintained through this 
analysis, even though the original purpose is modified.  The individual units of M, fmat and α are not 
relevant for the model while being adjusted parameters of the proposed functional form of the tn 
equation.  
Bonfils et al. (2016) showed that the fmat parameter was not consistent for the two definitions of degree 
of breakage. Additionally, the probability of breakage can be measured and interpreted in different 
ways. It could represent either the proportion of material passing through the original screen, when the 
material loses more than a certain percentage of mass or when the fracture energy (minimum strain 
energy required to induce body breakage or first fracture) has been exceeded. These different concepts 
can introduce further variability in the ‘ore parameters’. Both the probability of breakage and t10 
approaches require an additional appearance function to describe the size distribution of the breakage 
progeny.  However, these appearance functions are different for the two approaches because when the 
probability of breakage is used, the appearance function only describes the material that has broken, the 
mass that remains unbroken is not included in the progeny.  Consolidating these two approaches would 
be desirable for application across the science of comminution. As the authors do not wish to confuse 
the application of the well-known t10 equation through an unnecessary change in definition, the 
standard definition of the t10 value as introduced in the t10 relationship of equation 2 is used:  
t10 is the percentage passing 1/10
th
 of the original geometric mean size – regardless of whether material 
remains unbroken on the top retaining screen size. 
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Using the modified characterisation model shown in equation 2 it is possible to describe the 
relationship between t10 production, or the probability of breakage, and the applied energy for particles 
of different sizes.  The approach remains limited by the appearance function which still requires a cubic 
spline function to interpolate between tn values based on the principle of self-similar breakage.  As 
described earlier, if the monosize feed is prepared using a root two sieve series, and the probability of 
breakage is defined as the proportion of material that passes through the lower screen after impact, then 
the probability of breakage is equal to the t1.2.  If t10 and t1.2 can be described by equation 2, then the 
other t-values can also be described, allowing the full appearance function to be determined by the 
same parameters.  This hypothesis will be explored in this paper. 
METHOD 
Five ores have been tested using single-sided, single-particle impact breakage with feed sizes from 0.25 
to 37.5 mm and energy levels from 0.02 to 3.5 kWh/t (as per  
Table 1) hence covering both incremental repeated impacts and single impact breakage.  Ballantyne et 
al. (2015) described the experimental methodology for two of the ores in greater detail The ores are all 
either copper or gold bearing ores with a wide variance in hardness.  The standard A*b for the 5 ores 
were 64, 25, 30, 71 and 32 respectively, representing a range of competence from very hard to soft.  
For particles greater than 4.75 mm, the Julius Kruttschnitt Rotary Breakage Tester (JKRBT) (Shi et al., 
2009) was used; and the “Schönert breakage device” was used for finer particles (Ballantyne et al., 
2015).  The only appreciable difference between the devices are the rotor diameter and the air pressure.  
The Schönert breakage device operates at a vacuum of 20 mbar (Schönert and Marketsheffel, 1986), 
thus reducing errors associated with air-drag on the fine particles.  Both machines employ a spinning 
internal rotor to propel the particles outward, impacting with a stationary anvil ring (Figure 1). 
Standard root two screening analysis was conducted on the breakage progeny to assess the degree of 
breakage for further analysis. 
Table 1 - Description of samples prepared for breakage 
 
Feed size 
(mm) 
Number of 
unique sizes 
Energy level 
(kWh/t) 
Number of unique 
energies Experiments Datapoints 
 
upper lower # lower upper # # # 
Ore 1 37.5 0.25 16 0.50 3.5 8 45 420 
Ore 2 37.5 0.25 16 0.35 3.0 5 39 467 
Ore 3 37.5 0.60 10 0.02 3.0 9 48 1008 
Ore 4 37.5 0.60 10 0.02 3.0 9 48 1008 
Ore 5 37.5 4.75 6 0.02 3.0 6 36 720 
      totals 216 3623 
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Figure 1. Rotor/anvil configuration for both JKRBT and Schönert breakage device (after Tavares (2007)). 
   
RESULTS 
The size distributions of the breakage progeny were collected for each of the five ores.  The ore-
specific t-family of curves has been used to calculate the full appearance function.  The t-values are 
found by dividing the geometric mean of the feed size by a factor (n) and interpolating the cumulative 
size distribution to find the per cent passing this screen size (tn).  The t-family of curves is plotted with 
the t-values (t2, t4, t10, t25 and t50) against the t10 of that size distribution.  The authors have extended this 
analysis to include t1.2 and t150 (Ballantyne et al., 2015).  An example of the resultant normalised 
cumulative size distributions and t-family of curves are presented in Figure 2.  The horizontal axis is 
presented in reverse order because a larger ‘n’ value corresponds to a finer progeny particle size.  The 
reader is directed to Napier-Munn et al. (1996), for a more complete understanding of this simple 
transformation.  
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Figure 2 - Example of the normalised cumulative size distributions (a) and t-family of curves (b) for Ore 2. 
It can be observed from Figure 2a that the progeny size distribution changes dramatically with impact 
energy and feed particle size. The successful description of this is key to a universal relationship 
between Ecs, x and tn. 
The existing analysis techniques where conducted to give the relationship between feed particle size, 
input energy and degree of breakage (see equation 2).  These techniques enabled the probability of 
breakage and the t10 to be calculated by fitting the parameters M, fmat and alpha to minimize the sum 
of square errors between the calculated and measured values (see Figure 3).  Because a standard root 
two series is employed in these experiments and the probability of breakage is determined by the mass 
proportion passing the bottom screen, t1.2 is equal to the probability of breakage.  This can be proved 
mathematically by defining the retaining screen of the feed as ‘x’, then the geometric mean of the feed 
size equals                  . Therefore the t-value of the bottom screen equals 
   
 
   
 
 
= 1.1892 or approximately t1.2.  In the same way, if a fourth root two (  
 
) sieve series is used, the 
probability of breakage would be approximately equal to t1.1.  This shows that the definition of 
probability of breakage by screening can be ambiguous and requires clarification in any theory using it, 
as is provided in the current study  
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Figure 3 - Example of existing best practice analysis techniques for estimating probability of breakage (a) and t10 (b) for Ore 2. 
Circles represent the measured values, the line represents the fitted model. 
Since the probability of breakage is simply another t-value like t10, it follows that it should be possible 
to model all the t-values using the modified Weibull (1939) breakage model.  Modelling the breakage 
progeny in this way allows both the breakage index t10 and appearance function to be combined into 
one master energy and size dependent breakage function.  The three model parameters (M, fmat and 
alpha) were individually fitted to the seven t-values by minimising the sum of squared errors between 
the measured and calculated cumulative size distributions.  An example of the resultant fitting 
parameters can be seen in Figure 4.  Consistent relationships were found for each of the fitting 
parameters and the degree of size reduction across all five ores.  The error bars in Figure 4 represent an 
estimate of the 95% confidence intervals for the fitted parameters.  The Excel macro Solvstat.xls (Billo, 
2001) was used to calculate the standard deviation on the fitted coefficients, this was multiplied by 1.97 
to obtain the 95% confidence interval.  As evidenced by the increased error bars, the parameters were 
less constrained for the larger size reduction as there were less data and it was biased towards coarse 
feed sizes.   
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Figure 4 - Example of the relationships between the fitting parameters M, fmat and alpha and the t-value for Ore 2, the error bars 
represent the approximate 95% confidence interval for the fitted parameters. 
The shape of the relationship between M and the relative progeny size (n) appeared to be similar for all 
ores.  This is logical because the M value effectively describes the asymptote point for the t-value.  
Thus when n = 1, M should approach 100 and when n becomes large, M approaches 0, the relationship 
between these end-members is more related to the value of n than the ore being tested. In order to 
reduce the number of parameters required to fit the model, a constant ‘M’ function that was ore-
independent was tested.  A weighted product of two Weibull (1939) distributions was found to be an 
appropriate functional form to the average trend between the ‘M’ parameter and n (see Figure 5).  This 
functional form allowed M to be constrained to equal 100 when n = 1, and to 0 as n became large 
(illustrated by the solid line in Figure 5).  The parameters in the function were fitted to minimise the 
sum of squared errors in the model form and therefore are not the best fit to the discrete individually 
fitted values illustrated by symbols in Figure 5. The 95% confidence intervals were determined for each 
of the fitted values of M (displayed as dotted lines in Figure 5).  When the ore-independent relationship 
was implemented, the confidence limits were dramatically reduced for high values of n (in comparison 
with Figure 4), because the combinations of all the ores increased the quality of the experimental data.  
The individual 95% confidence intervals for each data point were not included in figures 5-7 as they 
followed the general trend identified in Figure 4 and detracted from the visual representation of the 
data. When this functional form was applied to all the ores and the tn relationship refitted, the standard 
error did not increase substantially and the number of fitting parameters required per ore reduced from 
24 to 16 (see difference between method 1 and 2 in Table 2).  The number of parameters was reduced 
by going from 3 to 2 parameters determined at 8 n-values.   
 
 
 
 
 
            
 
   
           
   
 
 
    
    
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 - Relationship between the ore-specific fitted 'M' parameters and the t-value for all ores (markers) and the ore-
independent, single relationship (solid line).  The dotted line represents the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals for the ore-
independent M function. 
The model form describes a power function relationship between the feed particle size and the fineness 
of the progeny (fmat.x
α).  Therefore, the ‘fmat’ and ‘α’ terms are interrelated and together describe both 
the rock competence in addition to the relationship with feed size.  The variance in the unconstrained 
fitted alpha was found to be less influential on the goodness of fit, as any changes were compensated 
for by the ‘fmat’ term.  The alpha term represents the shape of the response of the ore to feed particle 
size.  The authors could not deduce a significant physical reason that this would vary as a function of t-
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value, so it was assumed that the observed dependence was not genuine.  Therefore, in another attempt 
to reduce the number of fitting parameters, a fixed ‘alpha’ term across the full range of size reduction 
was implemented.  The fixed value of 0.5 was initially chosen for simplicity reasons and was slightly 
higher than the average of the fits, it also agreed with the work conducted by Nadolski et al. (2014).  
There may be a physical significance for this value, such as decrease in the probability of internal flaws 
that occurs for fine particles (Napier-Munn et al., 1996), or the relevance of either volume or surface 
area relationships (Hukki, 1961), this will be expanded in the discussion.  Figure 6 shows the 
unconstrained fitted ‘alpha’ terms for all the ores in addition to the average value that was implemented 
in the model.  The standard error achieved with this change is reported in Table 2 as method 3 and 
shows no significant difference from the previous method.  To increase the accuracy of the model and 
provide the ability for different ores to obtain alternative relationships between particle size and 
competence, a constant alpha value could be fitted individually for each ore if required.  However, 
when this was attempted there was no improvement in the standard error because the variance was 
absorbed in the variable fmat term. 
 
Figure 6 - Relationship between the independently fitted 'alpha' parameter and the relative progeny size for all ores (markers) 
and single alpha value for all ores (solid line).  
The model parameters ‘M’ and ‘alpha’ can be defined by consistent functions without significantly 
increasing the standard error (see Methods 2 and 3 in Table 2).  In doing so, the variable ‘fmat’ solely 
describes the material dependent appearance functions across the full range of size reduction.  The 
functional shape of the relationship between the fitted values of ‘fmat’ and the relative progeny size is 
not complex and tends to be similar across the 5 ores tested (see Figure 7).  This simplicity lends itself 
to a further reduction in parameters either by fitting a mathematical relationship, fitting fewer t-values 
and interpolating between or by fitting a multiplier on a well-defined standard fmat relationship.  In this 
investigation it was found that the standard error was too large when only three points were fitted with 
a splined relationship between them.  Good results were obtained by fitting an average relationship 
between fmat and relative progeny size, and using a simple linear modification to obtain the ore-
dependent relationship.  This approach only required two parameters, a gradient and intercept term, for 
each ore, but the process producing an average relationship was subjective and not robust.  A more 
elegant mathematical solution was investigated to describe the trend.  Although empirical and complex, 
the final result was an expression that required only two fitting parameters: ‘C’ and ‘d’ (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 - Relationship between fmat and t-value for all ores, data points are fitted for every degree of reduction, the lines are the 
fitted model based on varying the constants ‘C’ and ‘d’.  
Table 2 shows the standard errors and number of fitting parameters for the different fitting 
methodologies tested in the process of developing the new model.  The standard error was calculated 
by the square root of the sum of squared errors divided by the difference between the number of data 
points and the number of fitting parameters (Napier-Munn, 2014).  The results from each fitting 
methodology discussed in Table 2 has been presented individually below: 
 The standard methodology involved fitting the three parameters for the t10 results and using the 
fitted t-family of curves (in the form of a 5x3 table) to interpolate the cumulative appearance 
function.  This methodology involved a large number of parameters (due to the table) and 
produced a high standard error.   
 Method 1 allowed the three parameters (M, fmat and α) to be fitted independently across the full 
range of size reduction resulting in a lessening in the standard error by one third.  However, this 
method required 24 parameters to be fitted per ore. 
 Method 2 incorporated an ore-independent relationship for M and method 3 a constant alpha 
(α) of 0.5 which together resulted in a large reduction in fitting parameters with only a slight 
increase in standard error. 
 Method 4 constrained the fmat term to a model form requiring only 2 parameters per ore.  The 
result was a lower standard error than when 24 parameters were used and all parameters were 
varied across the full range of size reduction.   
 Method 5 re-introduced the alpha term as an ore-dependent parameter. The standard error was 
reduced again, but one more parameter was required.  
 The standard errors of methods 4 and 5 were compared to the approach adopted by King 
(2012).  Seven fitting parameters were required for the King (2012) model, four for the median 
fracture energy E50 model (E∞, d0, dp min and Ø), two for the t10 model (t10 max and β) and one for 
the t-family (λ).  Unfortunately fracture energy experiments were not conducted on these ores, 
so standard parameters had to be assumed for the E50 model , but even so, this model was able 
to fit the data quite well, but not as well as the proposed model.   
 A modified approach to the King model was investigated where the ‘M’, ‘fmat’, ‘alpha’ model 
was used to describe t10, and the λ variable function was used to calculate tn.  All factors were 
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fitted together to minimise the sum of squared error and this method reduced the standard error 
by 1%. 
Table 2 - Standard errors for different fitting methodologies (with a comparison to the King (2012) methodology). 
 
Standard 
Method  
1 
Method  
2 
Method  
3 
Method  
4 
Method  
5 
King 
(2012) 
Modified 
King 
M Constant Varied Constant Constant Constant Constant - - 
Alpha (α) Constant Varied Varied Constant Constant Fitted - - 
fmat Constant Varied Varied Varied Model Model - - 
Parameters per ore 18 24 16 8 2 3 7 4 
Ore1 6.2% 4.1% 5.4% 5.5% 4.5% 2.8% 4.7% 3.2% 
Ore2 3.4% 2.9% 3.3% 3.8% 3.3% 2.2% 3.7% 2.4% 
Ore3 6.2% 4.6% 6.3% 6.0% 3.9% 3.9% 5.2% 4.1% 
Ore4 8.2% 7.1% 7.6% 7.4% 6.4% 5.3% 6.4% 5.9% 
Ore5 7.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.2% 2.3% 3.1% 2.2% 
Average 6.3% 4.2% 5.0% 5.0% 4.1% 3.3% 4.6% 3.6% 
 
Using this approach, as in Method 4 and 5, because the equations calculated tn, the model parameters 
could be fitted to minimise the sum of squared errors in the actual experimental data without the use of 
any interpolation.  This resulted in a more accurate model for the full cumulative size distribution 
because the parameters related to t10, for instance, where constrained by the full size distribution, not 
simply the interpolated values.  However, although this method fits the full cumualtive size distribution 
better, the fit of one size (t10) is reduced.  Any model that focusses on one point in the size distribution 
will fit that point better, but it may not be as accurate for the full size distribution. 
The quality of the model prediction with Method 5 is shown in Figure 8 A).  As was observed in 
Table 2, ore 4 showed the largest standard error and was removed from this parity graph to aid in the 
visual representation.  There is slightly higher variation around the 50% passing figure (specifically for 
ore 3), but no bias was found for either feed particle size or energy in any of the ores tested.  Error bars 
were not reproduced on these graphs as they would detract from the visible trend, but the 95% 
confidence interval on the predicted values was shown (Napier-Munn, 2014).  The 95% confidence 
interval for all ores was +/- 7.2%, and reduced down to 5.9% when ore 4 was removed.  Figure 8 B) 
shows the distribution of the residual errors between the calculated and observed data.  The developed 
model presented here represents a significant advancement on the previous models particularly because 
it only requires two or three parameters to represent the full cumulative appearance function, and it is 
applicable over such a wide range of feed particles sizes and input energies. 
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Figure 8 A) - Parity chart showing the difference between the observed and predicted cumulative size distributions calculated 
using Method 5 (Ore 4 is removed to aid the visual representation). B) - Residuals between calculated and measured % passing 
with Method 5. 
Figure 9 represents the accuracy of the model in respect to changes in feed particle size.  Ore 2 was 
chosen as it represented the most comprehensive range of feed particle sizes.  It should be noted that 
every second feed size was displayed in this graph to avoid undue complexity and were impacted at 0.7 
and 1 kWh/t.  The experimental data points exhibit the characteristic relationship between feed size and 
relative progeny size; coarser feed particles resulted in a finer relative progeny size, generally accepted 
as arising due to the greater occurrence of internal flaws.  The model structure accurately predicts the 
cumulative appearance function resulting from the impact of particles between 31.5 and 0.3 mm.  The 
traditional t10 approach is good at describing the relationship for coarse feed particle sizes as the 
generation of fines are significant.  On the other hand, the breakage probability approach is applicable 
for fine feed particle sizes because the probability of breakage is less than 100%.  The proposed model 
is applicable over a wider range of feed particle sizes because the size variance is fitted for all progeny 
sizes rather than choosing one marker size.   
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Figure 9 - Example of model accuracy for ore 2 across a wide range of feed particle sizes impacted at 0.7 and 1 kWh/t.  The data 
points represent the experimental data, and the solid lines represent the fitted model and every second size was removed for 
clarity. 
Figure 10 shows the accuracy of the model at describing the relationship between the input energy and 
cumulative appearance function.  The results from the 34 mm feed size for ore 5 were chosen to exhibit 
this relationship because those experiments were conducted over the widest range of energy levels and 
contained the progeny was screened over the largest number of screens.  The proposed model 
accurately predicts the change in progeny size that is generated from a wide range of input energy 
levels; from 0.02 to 3 kWh/t.  The traditional single marker size approaches are limited in their 
response to input energy.  The t10 approach is only valid for higher energy levels and probability of 
breakage is only valid for low energies.  The accurate description of the cumulative appearance 
function at a wide range of input energies is of significant worth for modelling comminution 
equipment. 
  
Figure 10 - Example of the model accuracy for the 34 mm feed particles from ore 5 with changes in input energy level. The data 
points represent the experimental data, and the solid lines represent the fitted model. 
 
DISCUSSION 
The modified Weibull (1939) equations developed to introduce a size relationship to both probability of 
breakage and t10 modelling (Bonfils et al., 2016; Shi and Kojovic, 2007; Vogel and Peukert, 2005) can 
be used to describe a continuum of breakage energies.  The model form of the relationship has shown 
to have a consistent relationship for the parameter ‘M’ and a constant ‘alpha’.  The ‘Fmat’ term varies 
consistently between the different ores and two parameters (C and d) are required to fit the relationship.  
The Emin (minimum energy of comminution) parameter has not been fitted in this paper and neither has 
the number of impacts, ‘k’ factor, but these relationships will be consistent with previous work by 
(Bonfils et al., 2016).  The final mathematical form of the relationship is shown below: 
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    [4] 
 and        
 
 
         
   
  [5] 
 
The fitting parameters (M, fmat and alpha) in the model equation correspond to physically observed 
responses of the ore to breakage.  The ‘M’ parameter corresponds to the saturation % passing that is 
achieved at high energy impacts.  Thus it is reasonable to maintain the M, t-value relationship constant 
across all ore types, as the saturation point will be more dependent on the t-value than the ore.   
The ‘alpha’ parameter changes the shape of the relationship between feed particle size and the degree 
of breakage in a similar form to the Hukki (1961) relationship.  An ‘alpha’ of zero corresponds to no 
change in competence with particle size which is equivalent to the Kick (1885) hypothesis.  A larger 
positive alpha term corresponds to a greater degree of size reduction for coarser feed particle sizes, and 
a negative alpha can be used to describe an ore where finer particles produce a greater size reduction.  
Therefore, the difference between fitting methods 4 and 5 is that the shape of the competence/size 
relationship is either assumed to be independent of the ore-type, or an ore parameter.  If the 
competence/size relationship is determined by the frequency and distribution of existing flaws in the 
material, it follows that the alpha term is an ore parameter and Method 5 should be employed.  
However, if an ore-independent alpha is chosen, ‘fmat’ alone represents the material competence.   
At a particular feed size and energy input, a larger fmat corresponds to a finer progeny.  But the fmat 
term also interacts with the alpha term relationship between feed particle size and the degree of size 
reduction.  As the fmat approaches zero, the relationship between feed particle size and t-value 
approaches the values identified by Hukki (1961).  Thus, with an fmat approaching zero, an alpha of 1 
corresponds to the Rittinger (1867) hypothesis and an alpha of 0.5 corresponds to the Bond (1952) 
relationship.  However, as already highlighted, fmat is always positive and directly related to the 
apparent competence of the material.  Therefore, when the fmat term is included, the association 
between feed particle size and degree of size reduction resembles the hypothesised Hukki (1961) 
relationship.  The interplay between the alpha and fmat term can describe the degree to which the three 
(or four if you include Hukki) theories of comminution apply across the full range of ‘n’ values. 
The fitting methodology can greatly influence the quality of the model fit and the resulting model 
parameters.  In order to compare the models and methods equally for this paper, the parameters were 
simply fitted to minimise the un-weighted sum of squared error between the measured and calculated 
cumulative passing values.  The standard errors for each model could be improved by including 
weighting on different values.  However, even without using weighted errors, the model structure and 
fitting sequence impact the quality of the resultant model.  For instance, the standard method required 
interpolation of the t-values from the size distribution, followed by the construction of the t-family 
table, then the t10 equation was employed and then two more interpolations were required to calculate 
the % passing value.  Whereas, methods 4 and 5 and the modified King methodology were able to 
calculate the comparable experimental value directly from one model equation.  This meant that all the 
experimental values for the full size distributions were able to be used to constrain the model, resulting 
in more accurate models. 
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The resultant relationship between feed particle size and competence is difficult to visualise when the 
fitting methodology described in this paper is used.  Because of the nature of the equations involved, it 
may not be possible to display all the experimental t-values against the model predicted values except 
in a parity chart as in Figure 8 A.  The model relationship between t-values and feed particle size 
(limited to between 0.1 and 10 mm) can be shown for an individual ore at a specific energy level (see 
Figure 11).  What this shows is the increased competence of fine particles which may reflect the 
reduction in available internal flaws internal flaws (cracks, dislocations, grains, etc.) in finer particles 
(Napier-Munn et al., 1996).  The difference between the ores is currently best shown by 
Figure 12which simply shows the change in t10 production at 1kWh/t for different feed particle sizes.  
Because the alpha is fixed for the different t-values and ores, the breakage relationship with size is 
consistent, the new parameters only change the magnitude and relative gradient across the curve. 
 
Figure 11 - Example of the model relationship between feed particle size and percentage passing each t-value for Ore 1 at 1kWh/t 
using Method 1. 
  
 
Figure 12 - Example of model relationship between feed particle size and t10 for all the ores at 1kWh/t using Method 5. 
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The addition of the t1.2 and t150 values allow greater definition of the appearance function at the coarse 
and fine end.  However, because the sizing was conducted using standard dry screening, the finest 
screen used was 75 µm.  Therefore t150 and t75 values were only able to be measured for feed sizes 
larger than 11.25 mm and 5.62 mm respectively.  This limits the ability to fit size dependency for these 
fine t-values. 
Ore 4 does not fit the model form as well as the other ores.  This is largely due to an irregularity in the 
cumulative progeny size distributions.  Most ores create less t10 for fine particles than coarse particles 
due to a reduction in available internal flaws, a process that has been widely reported in comminution 
research.  However, due to the irregularity in size distributions, ore 4 created less t10 at coarse sizes, 
more t10 at intermediate sizes and then less again at fine sizes.  Adding to the complexity is that the 
crossover particle size appeared to be close to 5 mm which is near the transition between the JKRBT 
and Schönert device and thus might be due to the different breakage devices.  This situation is one that 
would require a different model form, but since this is extremely unusual (and possibly arises from the 
change in test equipment), the addition of such a complexity would not add significant value to the 
analysis technique.  Even so, the presented model and the modified King model both fit this unusual 
data much better than the standard model. 
The functional form of the size energy relationship is given by equations 3-5, with M defined by a fixed 
relationship, and only fmat carrying the ore-specific values in parameters C and d with the possible 
addition of alpha if required. Table 3 displays fitting parameters for the ores using method 5. There is a 
close relationship between C and d for each ore, but this trend does not appear to have any significant 
practical meaning.  The standard A*b for each ore is also presented and the ores are ranked in 
decreasing order (more competent to the right).  There is a weak inverse relationship between both the 
new C and d parameters and the old A*b, thus larger C and d parameters correspond to a more 
competent ore.  However, the new parameters provide a lot more information about the whole product 
size distribution as well as the effect of feed size.  It must be noted that these parameters do not have 
sensible units and are not able to be measured explicitly through experimentation.  They provide a 
useful description of a rock-types resistance to breakage, calculated from an empirical fit to a model 
with a theoretically justifiable basis.  
Table 3 - Fitted parameters for the 5 ores using method 5, ranked in decreasing A*b. 
 Ore 4 Ore 1 Ore 5 Ore 3 Ore 2 
A*b 71 64 32 30 25 
C 6.31 5.51 7.10 7.48 6.41 
d 10.07 9.92 11.31 10.95 11.02 
α 0.29 0.35 0.40 0.44 0.34 
 
The standard error of the models has been presented and it has been shown that the new model provides 
a much improved fit to the experimental data.  However, to quantify this reduction in standard error, it 
should be compared with the variability between repeated experiments.  This variability will be a 
combination of both inherent (epistemic) variability and experimental (aleatoric) error.  The closer the 
standard error is to the difference between repeated experiments, the better the model.  If, however, the 
model predicts a standard error smaller than the reproducibility of the experiments, it is possible that it 
is too close to the experimental results and is following the natural variability of tests. 
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CONCLUSION 
A model has been developed that accurately predicts the entire size distribution from single sided 
impact that responds to feed particle sizes and energy levels.  Two fields of study have been combined 
to allow both high and low impact energies to be described.  The model has been tested on five ores 
with different breakage characteristics.  The range of feed particle sizes and energy levels tested the 
analysis at the extremities, from crusher feed to stirred mill feed and low energy repeated impact to 
high energy single impact.  By combining the breakage index t10 and appearance function, this model 
has reduced the number of fitting parameters from 18 to 2 or 3 while at the same time reducing the 
average standard error from 6.3% to 3.6% for the 5 ores tested.  This represents a significant 
advancement in ore characterisation, allowing the full breakage progeny distribution to be modelled 
directly from the feed particle size and energy input using two fitting parameters.  This reduction in the 
number of fitting parameters can potentially allow a significant reduction in the number of 
experimental tests required to fit them.  As outlined the ‘alpha’ parameter reflects the Hukki (1961) 
relationship, but further investigations are required to identify how the fitting parameters for ‘fmat’ 
reflect real ore characteristics.  
To avoid the limitations identified by Powell et al. (2014) the final test procedure should cover 2 orders 
in magnitude of feed size and impact energy (e.g. 0.5 to 50 mm and 0.02 to 2kWh/t). The data used in 
this work was obtained from multiple sets of research work conducted over six years with devices on 
separate continents – there is currently no single piece of equipment that can be used to conduct these 
tests. The lack of a single viable breakage testing device to span this size and energy range limits the 
ability to accurately characterise ore breakage over the full processing range, leading to unreliable 
extrapolation or discontinuous characterisation methods and process models across the size reduction 
chain. To this end, the authors are currently investigating designs for such a characterisation device, to 
be able to ascertain the universality of the results published in this paper and provide a viable testing 
technique. 
Analysis of single particle breakage allows accurate measurement of the minimum comminution 
energy requirements of an ore (Ballantyne et al., 2015).  However, the results are not directly 
comparable to real breakage devices because they are required to use monosize feed.  Therefore, 
mathematical models are required to compare the single particle results with either laboratory, pilot or 
full scale breakage devices.  The developments outlined in this paper provide the platform for bridging 
this gap and allowing direct comparison between breakage of single particle and size distributions. 
Additionally, the span of the relationships should allow devices from secondary crushers down to 
stirred mills to use the same ore characterisation tests.  
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